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Most people spend as much time at their desk as in bed. That’s why it is so important to have a desktop that you love. Experience the look and feel of desktop options in person before ordering your UPLIFT desk.

**DESKTOP SAMPLES**

Thousands of beautiful desktops in hundreds of different desktop materials, colors, and sizes are stocked and ready to ship the day you order. Desktop samples are 7” x 7” and match the actual thickness of the desktops.

Visit the Desktop Samples page to order samples.

**CUSTOM SOLID WOOD DESKTOP SAMPLES**

Conveniently sized 7” x 7” samples match the actual thickness of the desktops and are large enough to provide a feel for the texture, natural grain patterns, and seam joints of our custom solid wood desktops.

Visit the Custom Solid Wood Desktop Samples page to order samples.

**CUSTOM LAMINATE DESKTOP SAMPLES**

Order samples of the Custom Laminate Desktops available for purchase with the Custom Laminate Standing Desk, Custom Laminate 24” Deep Standing Desk, and Custom Laminate L-Shaped Standing Desk.

Please visit Wilsonart to order samples.
DESKTOP SHAPES

RECTANGULAR

Stocked Sizes
42” W x 30” D or 24” D, 48” W x 30” D or 24” D, 60” W x 30” D or 24” D, 72” W x 30” D or 24” D, 80” W x 30” D or 24” D

Custom Sizes
42” to 80” W in 2” increments x 30” D or 24” D

CONFERENCE

96” or 108” W x 42” D
The 12” wide center leaf section of the table top is optionally installed.

CONFERENCE PING PONG

94” or 108” W x 60” D
The 14” wide center leaf section of the table is optionally installed.

120°

38.4” overall depth x 71.7” overall width
**DESKTOP SHAPES**

**L-SHAPED**

L-Shaped with a right return shown. Available in both right-side or left-side return configurations. Main (M) depth is 30". Return (R) depth is 27.5".

**Stocked Sizes**

- 60" M x 60" R,
- 60" M x 78" R,
- 72" M x 60" R, 72" M x 78" R,
- 80" M x 60" R, 80" M x 78" R

**Custom Sizes**

54" to 80" Main (M) x 54" to 84" (Return) in 2" increments.

**CURVED CORNER**

Curved Corner with a right return.

**Stocked Sizes**

Available in both right-side or left-side return configurations in one size 72" M x 47" R.
LAMINATE
1" thick & ship same day

FEATURES

→ Available in Rectangular, L, and 120° shapes.
→ For those who prefer perfect lines, consistent color, and matching patterns over the natural, unique qualities of solid wood.

Laminate desktops are scratch and water resistant. All UPLIFT laminate desktops are
Greenguard-Gold Certified (pdf) to meet the world’s strictest standards for low chemical emissions and healthier indoor environments.

→ Meets the world’s highest standards for low chemical emissions. Greenguard Gold + NSF + FSC + SCS + LEED.

The desktop core is an 80% pre-consumer recycled wood fiber high-density particle board.

Our most popular desktops due to their durability, consistent colors, price, and availability.

LAMINATE DESKTOP STYLES

Walnut  White  Whiteboard  Black  Ash Gray  Maple  Cherry
WALNUT
LAMINATE

SHAPES & SIZES

Rectangular
24" depth x 42", 48", 60", 72", and 80" widths
30" depth x 42", 48", 60", 72", and 80" widths

All sizes are available with or without grommet holes.

L-Shaped
60" M x 60" R  72" M x 60" R  80" M x 60" R
60" M x 78" R  72" M x 78" R  80" M x 78" R

Main desktop depth is 30" and includes two grommet holes.
Return desktop depth is 27.5" and does not include grommet holes.
WALNUT
LAMINATE
## WHITE LAMINATE

### SHAPES & SIZES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rectangular</th>
<th>L-Shaped</th>
<th>120°</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>24&quot; depth x 42&quot;, 48&quot;, 60&quot;, 72&quot;, and 80&quot; widths</td>
<td>60&quot; M x 60&quot; R</td>
<td>38.4&quot; overall depth x 71.7&quot; overall width</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30&quot; depth x 42&quot;, 48&quot;, 60&quot;, 72&quot;, and 80&quot; widths</td>
<td>60&quot; M x 78&quot; R</td>
<td>All 120° desks include grommet holes.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All sizes are available with or without grommet holes. Main desktop depth is 30" and includes two grommet holes. Return desktop depth is 27.5" and does not include grommet holes.

30" depth x 42", 48", 60", 72", and 80" widths

60" M x 60" R
60" M x 78" R

80" M x 60" R
80" M x 78" R

120°

38.4" overall depth x 71.7" overall width

All 120° desks include grommet holes.
WHITE
LAMINATE
WHITEBOARD
LAMINATE

SHAPES & SIZES

Rectangular

30” depth x 42”, 48”, 60”, 72”, and 80” widths

All sizes include grommet holes except 80” x 30”, which is available with or without grommet holes.
**Client Top Picks**

- **Green Lantern**
- **Captain America**
- **Kirby Pink**

**Schedule**

**Mon.**
- Red Room 9:00 - 12:45
- Dinner 7:00

**Tues.**
- Yoga Yoga 6:30 - 8:30
- Dentist 2:00

**Hump Day**
- Red Room 1:00 - 3:00
- Pilates 7:00

**Thurs.**
- Meeting 10:00 - 12:00
- Vet Apt. 3:00

**Fri YAY**
- Yoga Yoga 6:30 - 8:30
- Dinner 7:00
- Ladies Night!
**BLACK**

**LAMINATE**

**SHAPES & SIZES**

**Rectangular**
24" depth x 42", 48", 60", 72", and 80" widths
30" depth x 42", 48", 60", 72", and 80" widths

All sizes are available with or without grommet holes.

**L-Shaped**
60" M x 60" R  72" M x 60" R  80" M x 60" R
60" M x 78" R  72" M x 78" R  80" M x 78" R

Main desktop depth is 30" and includes two grommet holes.
Return desktop depth is 27.5" and does not include grommet holes.

**120°**
38.4" overall depth x 71.7" overall width

All 120° desktops include grommet holes.

**EDGE GRAIN STYLE - LENGTH**

**EDGE GRAIN STYLE - WIDTH**
BLACK
LAMINATE
ASH GRAY
LAMINATE

SHAPES & SIZES

Rectangular
24” depth x 42”, 48”, 60”, 72”, and 80” widths
30” depth x 42”, 48”, 60”, 72”, and 80” widths

All sizes are available with or without grommet holes.

L-Shaped
60” M x 60” R  72” M x 60” R  80” M x 60” R
60” M x 78” R  72” M x 78” R  80” M x 78” R

Main desktop depth is 30” and includes two grommet holes.
Return desktop depth is 27.5” and does not include grommet holes.
ASH GRAY
LAMINATE
MAPLE
LAMINATE

SHAPES & SIZES

Rectangular
30" depth x 42", 48", 60", 72", and 80" widths

All sizes include grommet holes except 80" x 30", which is available with or without grommet holes.
CHERRY LAMINATE

SHAPES & SIZES

Rectangular

30” depth x 42”, 48”, 60”, 72”, and 80” widths

All sizes include grommet holes except 80” x 30”, which is available with or without grommet holes.
CUSTOM LAMINATE
1.19" thick & made-to-order

FEATURES

→ Available in Rectangular and L shapes.
→ For those who prefer perfect lines, consistent color, and matching patterns over the natural, unique qualities of solid wood.

→ Meets the world’s highest standards for low chemical emissions. Greenguard Gold + NSF + FSC + SCS + LEED.

Laminate desktops are scratch and water resistant. All UPLIFT laminate desktops are Greenguard-Gold Certified (pdf) to meet the world’s strictest standards for chemical emissions and healthier indoor environments. The desktop core is an 80% pre-consumer recycled wood fiber high-density particle board.

For custom laminates, contact us to specify a custom color or size. There is a $100 design fee per order (not per desktop) for a custom color or size.

Specify any high pressure laminate (HPL) color offered by Wilsonart, or view all Wilsonart laminates by Color Group.

CUSTOM LAMINATE DESKTOP STYLES

Uptown Walnut  Colombian Walnut  Walnut Heights  Kensington Maple  Fawn Cypress  Shadow Ash  100+ More!
BAMBOO
1" thick & ship same day

FEATURES

→ Available in Rectangular, L, Curved Corner, and 120° shapes.

→ Solid bamboo desktops are sustainable and beautiful.

→ 40% harder than oak, bamboo desktops combine style and durability.

→ Beautiful corner and edge details, rich tones, subtle grain variation, and a durable ultraviolet-cured finish.

→ Rich tones and subtle grain variation, topped off with a UV-cured, low-VOC finish for improved durability and indoor air health.

Add some zen to your office. These solid bamboo desktops are sustainable and beautiful. At 1" thick, they are 33% thicker than competing bamboo desktops. The increased thickness provides a larger and more attractive edge profile with increased sturdiness and longevity.

The Moso bamboo species produces the densest and hardest fibers of any bamboo species. Its fast-growing nature and ability to sequester carbon make it one of the most sustainable materials on the planet.

BAMBOO DESKTOP STYLES

Bamboo

Dark Bamboo

Black Bamboo

Bamboo Curve

Black Bamboo Curve
BAMBOO

SHAPES & SIZES

Rectangular
24” depth x 42”, 48”, 60”, 72”, and 80” widths
30” depth x 42”, 48”, 60”, 72”, and 80” widths
All sizes are available with or without grommet holes.

Curved Corner
72” M x 47” R
Available with grommet holes only.

L-Shaped
60” M x 60” R  72” M x 60” R  80” M x 60” R
60” M x 78” R  72” M x 78” R  80” M x 78” R
Main desktop depth is 30” and includes two grommet holes.
Return desktop depth is 27.5” and does not include grommet holes.

120°
38.4” overall depth x 71.7” overall width
All 120° desktops include grommet holes.

Conference Tables
96” and 108” widths x 42” depths
Conference Table
94” and 108” widths x 60” depths
Conference Ping-Pong Table
Conference tables do not include grommet holes.
DARK BAMBOO

SHAPES & SIZES

Rectangular

30" depth x 42", 48", 60", 72", and 80" widths

All sizes include grommet holes except 80" x 30", which is available with or without grommet holes.

L-Shaped

60" M x 60" R  72" M x 60" R  80" M x 60" R
60" M x 78" R  72" M x 78" R  80" M x 78" R

Main desktop depth is 30" and includes two grommet holes. Return desktop depth is 27.5" and does not include grommet holes.
DARK BAMBOO
BLACK BAMBOO

SHAPES & SIZES

Rectangular
30” depth x 42”, 48”, 60”, 72”, and 80” widths

All sizes include grommet holes except 80” x 30”, which is available with or without grommet holes.

L-Shaped
60” M x 60” R  72” M x 60” R  80” M x 60” R
60” M x 78” R  72” M x 78” R  80” M x 78” R

Main desktop depth is 30” and includes two grommet holes.
Return desktop depth is 27.5” and does not include grommet holes.
BLACK BAMBOO
BAMBOO CURVE

SHAPES & SIZES

Rectangular

30” depth x 42”, 48”, 60”, 72”, and 80” widths

All sizes include grommet holes.
BAMBOO CURVE
BLACK BAMBOO CURVE

SHAPES & SIZES

Rectangular

30” depth x 42”, 48”, 60”, 72”, and 80” widths

All sizes include grommet holes.
BLACK BAMBOO CURVE
ECO CURVE
1" thick & ship same day

FEATURES

→ Available in Rectangular and Curved Corner shapes.
→ With a center cutout, smooth corners, and softly beveled edges, our Eco Curve desktops let you reach more of your workspace.

→ The finish is eco-friendly, UV-cured, and is applied to all sides (even the bottom) to create a durable and resilient surface. It’s a perfect finish for curved desktops that need to avoid seams on the front beveled edges. The finish has a light texture for an organic feel.

Eco Curve desktops use locally sourced, 1" thick high-grade MDF (medium density fiberboard) substrate created from 100% recycled materials and are certified by the Forestry Stewardship Council. The epoxy powder coat finish utilizes a proprietary, deep thermoset infra-red technology that produces the most durable powder coated MDF surface possible. During the finishing process, the epoxy powder coat is cross-linked with the MDF substrate at a molecular level for superior hardness and durability.

These safe and eco-friendly desktops are completely free of formaldehyde, volatile organic compounds (VOCs), and hazardous air pollutants (HAPs) and are CARB-2 Compliant. Eco Desktops have the lowest carbon footprint in the industry due to the absence of edge banding, backer boards, adhesives, and solvents.

ECO CURVE DESKTOP STYLES

Black  White
BLACK
ECO CURVE

SHAPES & SIZES

Rectangular
30" depth x 42", 48", 60", 72", and 80" widths
All sizes include grommet holes.

Curved Corner
72" M x 47" R
Available with grommet holes only.
BLACK
ECO CURVE
WHITE
ECO CURVE

SHAPES & SIZES

Rectangular
30" depth x 42", 48", 60", 72", and 80" widths
All sizes include grommet holes.

Curved Corner
72" M x 47" R
Available with grommet holes only.
RUBBERWOOD SOLID WOOD

1" thick & ship same day

FEATURES

→ Available in Rectangular, L, and Curved Corner shapes.
→ Sustainability meets beauty in these environmentally conscious rubberwood desktops.

Used for millions of products around the globe, Pará rubber trees produce 99% of the world's natural rubber latex. The rubber production lifespan of these trees is about 25-30 years, after which they're considered spent and chopped down.

→ Made from the wood of spent Pará rubber trees, giving them a second life.

The Pará trees are given a second life, though, as rubberwood—tough, solid, and nothing like rubber. The result is a beautiful, durable desktop that utilizes a byproduct material that would otherwise be wasted.

RUBBERWOOD DESKTOP STYLES

Rubberwood | Dark Rubberwood
RUBBERWOOD
SOLID WOOD

SHAPES & SIZES

Rectangular
24" depth x 42", 48", 60", and 72" widths
30" depth x 42", 48", 60", 72", and 80" widths

All sizes include grommet holes except
80" x 30", which is available with or
without grommet holes.

Curved Corner
72" M x 47" R

Available with grommet holes only.
DARK RUBBERWOOD
SOLID WOOD

SHAPES & SIZES

Rectangular

24” depth x 42”, 48”, 60”, and 72” widths
30” depth x 42”, 48”, 60”, 72”, and 80” widths

All sizes include grommet holes except
80” x 30”, which is available with or
without grommet holes.
DARK RUBBERWOOD
SOLID WOOD
BUTCHER BLOCK SOLID WOOD

1.5" thick & ship same day

FEATURES

→ Available in Rectangular shape.
→ Butcher Block desktops present a durable and beautiful patchwork of wood planks with different grain patterns and colors.

Add a desktop with serious character with a one-of-a-kind, natural butcher block solid wood desktop. These 1.5" thick heavyweight desktops are created with a patchwork style utilized on block countertops, with unique grain patterns and colors.

→ We plant five new trees in U.S. National Forests for every solid wood desktop sold. With your help, we have planted over a hundred thousand trees through our partnership with the National Forest Foundation. This ensures the resources we enjoy today will continue to be available for future generations.

Each butcher block desktop comes with unique and striking features that make them truly one-of-a-kind.* Imperfections in the wood are addressed with color matching filler to ensure the surface of the desktop is smooth.

*As they’re naturally produced, our solid wood desktops come with asymmetrical lines, random grain patterns, variations in color, knots, tiny hairline cracks, and other natural irregularities. They reflect the untamed, pure habitat in which they grew and their imperfections are what make them desirable to begin with.

BUTCHER BLOCK SOLID WOOD DESKTOP STYLES

Acacia  Birch  Reclaimed Birch  Acacia Chevron  Saman

Walnut  Reclaimed Fir  Rubberwood  Dark Rubberwood
ACACIA
BUTCHER BLOCK SOLID WOOD

SHAPES & SIZES

Rectangular

24” depth x 42”, 48”, 60”, and 72” widths
30” depth x 42”, 48”, 60”, 72”, and 80” widths

All sizes include grommet holes except
80” x 30”, which is available with or
without grommet holes.
BIRCH
BUTCHER BLOCK SOLID WOOD

SHAPES & SIZES

Rectangular

24" depth x 42", 48", 60", and 72" widths
30" depth x 42", 48", 60", 72", and 80" widths

All sizes include grommet holes except
80" x 30", which is available with or
without grommet holes.
BIRCH
BUTCHER BLOCK SOLID WOOD
RECLAIMED BIRCH
BUTCHER BLOCK SOLID WOOD

SHAPES & SIZES

Rectangular
24” depth x 42”, 48”, 60”, and 72” widths
30” depth x 42”, 48”, 60”, 72”, and 80” widths

All sizes include grommet holes except
80” x 30”, which is available with or
without grommet holes.
RECLAIMED BIRCH
BUTCHER BLOCK SOLID WOOD
ACACIA CHEVRON
BUTCHER BLOCK SOLID WOOD

SHAPES & SIZES

Rectangular

30” depth x 42”, 48”, 60”, 72”, and 80” widths

All sizes include grommet holes except 80” x 30”, which is available with or without grommet holes.
ACACIA CHEVRON
BUTCHER BLOCK SOLID WOOD
SAMAN

BUTCHER BLOCK SOLID WOOD

SHAPES & SIZES

Rectangular

24” depth x 42”, 48”, 60”, and 72” widths
30” depth x 42”, 48”, 60”, 72”, and 80” widths

All sizes include grommet holes except 80” x 30”, which is available with or without grommet holes.
WALNUT
BUTCHER BLOCK SOLID WOOD

SHAPES & SIZES

Rectangular
24” depth x 42”, 48”, 60”, 72”, and 80” widths
30” depth x 42”, 48”, 60”, 72”, and 80” widths

All sizes include grommet holes except 80” x 30”, which is available with or without grommet holes.
WALNUT
BUTCHER BLOCK SOLID WOOD
RECLAIMED FIR
BUTCHER BLOCK SOLID WOOD

SHAPES & SIZES

Rectangular
30" depth x 42", 48", 60", 72", and 80" widths

All desktops sizes have grommet holes.
RECLAIMED FIR
BUTCHER BLOCK SOLID WOOD
RUBBERWOOD
BUTCHER BLOCK SOLID WOOD

SHAPES & SIZES

Rectangular
24” depth x 42”, 48”, 60”, 72”, and 80” widths
30” depth x 42”, 48”, 60”, 72”, and 80” widths

All sizes include grommet holes except
80” x 30”, which is available with or without grommet holes.
RUBBERWOOD
BUTCHER BLOCK SOLID WOOD
DARK RUBBERWOOD
BUTCHER BLOCK SOLID WOOD

SHAPES & SIZES

Rectangular
24” depth x 42”, 48”, 60”, 72”, and 80” widths
30” depth x 42”, 48”, 60”, 72”, and 80” widths

All sizes include grommet holes except
80” x 30”, which is available with or without grommet holes.
DARK RUBBERWOOD
BUTCHER BLOCK SOLID WOOD
WIDE PLANK SOLID WOOD
1.75" thick & ship same day

FEATURES

→ Available in Rectangular shape.
→ Feel inspired at your desk everyday with our one-of-a-kind, natural, wide plank solid wood desktops.

→ We plant five new trees in U.S. National Forests for every solid wood desktop sold. With your help, we have planted over a hundred thousand trees through our partnership with the National Forest Foundation. This ensures the resources we enjoy today will continue to be available for future generations.

Featuring rich colors and distinctive grains, each solid wood desktop comes with unique and striking features that make them truly one-of-a-kind.* Natural imperfections in the wood surface are filled in with black filler to ensure the desktop’s surface is smooth.

Solid Wood desktops have natural material variations that make them desirable to most customers. Natural wood material comes with variations in color, grain, knots, etc. If you are concerned about natural material variations, consider our Laminate or Eco Curve desktops.

*As they’re naturally produced, our solid wood desktops come with asymmetrical lines, random grain patterns, variations in color, knots, tiny hairline cracks, and other natural irregularities. They reflect the untamed, pure habitat in which they grew and their imperfections are what make them desirable to begin with.

WIDE PLANK & LIVE EDGE SOLID WOOD DESKTOP STYLES

African Mahogany Wide Plank
Walnut Wide Plank
Espresso Ash Wide Plank
Pheasantwood Live Edge
Saman Live Edge
Ash with Epoxy Live Edge
AFRICAN MAHOGANY
WIDE PLANK SOLID WOOD

SHAPES & SIZES

Rectangular
30” depth x 42”, 48”, 60”, 72”, and 80” widths

All sizes include grommet holes except 80” x 30”, which is available with or without grommet holes.
AFRICAN MAHOGANY
WIDE PLANK SOLID WOOD
WALNUT
WIDE PLANK SOLID WOOD

SHAPES & SIZES

Rectangular
24" depth x 42", 48", 60", and 72" widths
30" depth x 42", 48", 60", 72", and 80" widths

All sizes include grommet holes except 80" x 30", which is available with or without grommet holes.
**ESPRESSO ASH**

**WIDE PLANK SOLID WOOD**

**SHAPES & SIZES**

**Rectangular**

30” depth x 48”, 60”, 72”, and 80” widths

All sizes include grommet holes except 80” x 30”, which is available with or without grommet holes.
ESPRESSO ASH
WIDE PLANK SOLID WOOD
PHEASANTWOOD
LIVE EDGE SOLID WOOD

SHAPES & SIZES

Rectangular:
30” depth x 42”, 48”, 60”, 72”, and 80” widths

All sizes include grommet holes except
80” x 30”, which is available with or
without grommet holes.
All desktop sizes with grommets have a
live edge on the front.
80” desktops without grommets have a
live edge on the front and back.
PHEASANTWOOD
LIVE EDGE SOLID WOOD
SAMAN
LIVE EDGE SOLID WOOD

SHAPES & SIZES

Rectangular

30" depth x 42", 48", 60", 72", and 80" widths

All sizes include grommet holes except
80" x 30", which is available with or
without grommet holes.
All desktop sizes with grommets have a
live edge on the front.
80" desktops without grommets have a
live edge on the front and back.
SAMAN
LIVE EDGE SOLID WOOD
ASH WITH EPOXY
LIVE EDGE SOLID WOOD

SHAPES & SIZES

Rectangular
30” depth x 60”, 72”, and 80” widths

All desktop sizes are available without grommets.
ASH WITH EPOXY
LIVE EDGE SOLID WOOD
CUSTOM SOLID WOOD
1.75” thick & made to order

FEATURES

→ Available in Rectangular and L shapes.
→ Truly unique and exceptionally hardy, these exquisite desktops will endure for decades to come.
→ Handcrafted to perfection by an expert woodworker.
→ We plant five new trees in U.S. National Forests for every solid wood desktop sold. With your help, we have planted over a hundred thousand trees through our partnership with the National Forest Foundation. This ensures the resources we enjoy today will continue to be available for future generations.

Some things in life are worth the wait. Treat yourself to a handcrafted custom solid wood desktop made to order by expert woodworkers, cut to within a quarter inch of your specifications.

*As they’re naturally produced, our solid wood desktops come with asymmetrical lines, random grain patterns, variations in color, knots, tiny hairline cracks, and other natural irregularities. They reflect the untamed, pure habitat in which they grew and their imperfections are what make them desirable to begin with.

CUSTOM SOLID WOOD DESKTOP STYLES

Maple  Ash  Dark Ash  White Oak  Sipo Mahogany  Cherry  Walnut
MAPLE
CUSTOM SOLID WOOD

SHAPES & SIZES

Rectangular
Custom solid wood desks are available in 30" depth and widths between 42" and 80" in 2" increments.

All custom solid wood desks are available with or without grommet holes.

L-Shaped
Custom solid wood desks are available in 2" increments starting at 54" x 54" all the way up to 80" x 84".
ASH
CUSTOM SOLID WOOD

SHAPES & SIZES

Rectangular
Custom solid wood desktops are available in 30" depth and widths between 42" and 80" in 2" increments.

L-Shaped
Custom solid wood desktops are available in 2" increments starting at 54" x 54" all the way up to 80" x 84".

All custom solid wood desktops are available with or without grommet holes.
ASH
CUSTOM SOLID WOOD
DARK ASH
CUSTOM SOLID WOOD

SHAPES & SIZES

Rectangular
Custom solid wood desktops are available in 30" depth and widths between 42" and 80" in 2" increments.

All custom solid wood desktops are available with or without grommet holes.

L-Shaped
Custom solid wood desktops are available in 2" increments starting at 54" x 54" all the way up to 80" x 84".
DARK ASH
CUSTOM SOLID WOOD
WHITE OAK
CUSTOM SOLID WOOD

SHAPES & SIZES

Rectangular
Custom solid wood desktops are available in 30" depth and widths between 42" and 80" in 2" increments.

All custom solid wood desktops are available with or without grommet holes.

L-Shaped
Custom solid wood desktops are available in 2" increments starting at 54" x 54" all the way up to 80" x 84".
WHITE OAK
CUSTOM SOLID WOOD
SIPO MAHOGANY
CUSTOM SOLID WOOD

SHAPES & SIZES

Rectangular
Custom solid wood desktops are available in 30" depth and widths between 42" and 80" in 2" increments.

L-Shaped
Custom solid wood desktops are available in 2" increments starting at 54" x 54" all the way up to 80" x 84".

All custom solid wood desktops are available with or without grommet holes.
SIPO MAHOGANY
CUSTOM SOLID WOOD
Custom solid wood desktops are available in 30" depth and widths between 42" and 80" in 2" increments.

All custom solid wood desktops are available with or without grommet holes.
Custom solid wood desktops are available in 30” depth and widths between 42” and 80” in 2” increments. All custom solid wood desktops are available with or without grommet holes.

Rectangular

Custom solid wood desktops are available in 2” increments starting at 54” x 54” all the way up to 80” x 84”.

L-Shaped